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Abstract. The Simple API for Grid Applications (SAGA), as currently
standardized within GGF, aims to provide a simple yet powerful Grid
API; its implementations shielding applications from the intricacies of ex-
isting and future Grid middleware. The GRID superscalar is a program-
ming environment in which Grid-unaware task flow applications can be
written, for execution on Grids. As such, GRID superscalar can be seen
as a client application to SAGA. In this paper, we discuss how SAGA can
help implementing GRID superscalar’s runtime system, together form-
ing a high-level and platform-independent programming environment for
the Grid.

1 Introduction

Core Grid technologies are rapidly maturing, but there remains a shortage of
real Grid applications. One important reason is the lack of a simple and high-
level application programming toolkit, bridging the gap between existing Grid
middleware and application-level needs.

Experience shows that both Grid-aware and Grid-unaware aplications exist
for their respective purposes, however having different API requirements. Typical
Grid-aware applications can be taylored to the Grid, so achieving a specific use
of the services provided, for example, explicitly use remote resources like data
repositories. The main drawback of Grid-aware applications is the bigger effort
required from the user to develop the application. Grid-unaware applications
are easier from users point of view, because they don’t have to care about the
details in the underlying Grid infrastructure. They simply need to complete their
task, irrespective of the machinery involved. The drawback in this case is that
you cannot use more advanced services offered in the Grid, because the Grid-
unaware infrastructure uses the services by you. From this we can see that the
two groups of users, Grid-aware and Grid-unaware, are completely opposite. The
first want to extract all the functionality available to the Grid, while the last
want to run their work in the Grid with a minimum effort.

For both categories of applications, targeted programming environments ex-
ist. In this paper, we anticipate an integrated approach, as sketched in Fig. 1.



In particular, we investigate the integration of GRID superscalar [4] and of
SAGA [10], aiming at merging, kind of, “the best of both worlds.” An important
part of this exercise is to implement GRID superscalar’s runtime system using
the SAGA interface only, allowing for a both high-level and platform-independent
Grid programming environment.
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Fig. 1. Integrated runtime platform

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 will
sketch the SAGA API and GRID superscalar, respectively. In Section 4, our
anticipated integration of both will be presented. Section 5 will briefly sketch
related work, and Section 6 concludes.

2 The Simple API for Grid Applications (SAGA)

The SAGA API specification as it is currently being defined by GGF focuses on
four components widely cited in Grid computing use cases. These components
and their respective, most important method calls are:

1. Files: management and access to files on remote storage resources:
– directory.{cd, list, copy, link, move, delete,

exists, create, open, open dir, ...}
– file.{read, write, seek}

2. Logical Files: management and access to replica systems for large dis-
tributed data Grids:
– logical directory.{cd, list, copy, link, move, delete,

exists, create, open, open dir, ...}
– logical file.{add location, remove location,

list locations, replicate}

3. Jobs: starting and controlling jobs running on remote Grid resources:
– job description.{set attribute, get attribute, ...}
– job server.{list jobs, run job, submit job}
– job.{suspend, resume, hold, release, checkpoint,

migrate, ...}



– job.{get id, get status, get exit status, ...}

4. Streams: exchange of application specific data via a secured, high through-
put streaming channel:
– stream server.{wait for connection}
– stream.{connect, read, write, status, wait}
– multiplexer.{watch, unwatch, wait}

This list of components and methods is very concise on purpose, but it allows
the implementation of a large number of simple Grid use cases. As the SAGA
API is abstracting and simplifying the paradigms provided by the various Grid
middleware incarnations, SAGA implementation can provide a very simple and
stable environment, protecting the user from the evolution of Grid middleware.

Along with the mentioned API components, the API draft also defines a com-
mon look-and-feel for the components, and for future extensions. Additionally,
the so called API core encompasses:

– session handling,
– encapsulation of security information,
– error handling,
– a generic task model.

In particular the task model is important to many Grid applications, as it
allows both the asynchronous execution of potentially slow, remote operations,
and the ability to react on status changes for pending remote operations. Fig. 2
shows an example of an asynchrounous file read operation using the task model.
The SAGA API will likely be extended in the future, with additional paradigms
such as GridRPC, access to information services, monitoring and steering.

3 The GRID superscalar programming environment

In contrast to SAGA, GRID superscalar [4] tries to hide the Grid from the user,
in such a way that writing an application for a computational Grid may be as
easy as writing a sequential application. From the source code provided by the
user, and taking into account the functions in the code selected to be Grid-
enabled, the run-time system generates a directed, acyclic graph (DAG) of these
functions where the dependencies are defined via data files. From that graph, the
run time system executes all those functions for which data dependencies become
resolved, therefore achieving automatic functional parallelism for the original
sequential program. The GRID superscalar framework is mainly composed of the
programming interface, the deployment center and the run-time system. It acts
as an assembly language for the Grid, as it allows to use different programming
languages on top of it.

The programming interface offers a very small set of primitives. These primi-
tives must be used in the main program of the application for different purposes.



Fig. 2. Code Snippet: asynchronous file reading with the SAGA task model

{
// synchronous operations

saga::file f (url);
string out = f.read (100);

std::cout << out << std::endl;
}

{
// asynchronous operations
saga::file f (url);

saga::file:: task_factory ftf = f.get_task_factory ();

string out;
saga::task t = ftf.read (100 , out);

t.run ();

while ( saga::task::Done != t.get_status () )
{ sleep (1); }

std::cout << out << std::endl;

}

GS On() and GS Off() primitives are provided for initialization and finalization
of the run-time. GS Open(), GS Close(), GS FOpen() and GS FClose() for han-
dling files. The GS Barrier() function has been defined to allow the programmers
to wait till all Grid tasks finish. Also the GS Speculative End() function allows
an easy way to implement parameter studies. In order to specify the functions to
be executed in the Grid, an IDL file must be used. For each of these functions, the
type and direction of the parameters must be specified (where direction means
if it is an input, output or input/output parameter.)

The deployment center is a Java-based Graphical User Interface. It imple-
ments the Grid resource and application configuration, an early failure detection,
the source code file transfer to the remote machines, the generation of additional
source files required for the master and the worker parts (using the gsstubgen
tool), the compilation of the main program in the localhost and worker programs
in the remote hosts and finally the generation of the configuration files needed
for the run-time. The call sequence is presented in Fig. 3).

The run-time library is able to detect the inherent parallelism of the sequen-
tial application and performs concurrent task submission. Techniques such as file
renaming, file locality, disk sharing, checkpointing or ClassAds [11] constraints
specification are applied to increase the application performance, save compu-
tation time already performed or select resources in the Grid. Currently, the
machine list has been enabled to be dynamic, so at execution time a user can
specify new machines added to the computation, and erase machines which are
no more available, as well as changing features from machines (i.e. limit of jobs,
submission queue, software available, etc.) Different versions of the run-time ex-
ist in order to use different Grid middleware technologies, such as Globus 2.4 [8],
Globus 4 [8], Ninf-G2 [12] and ssh/scp. Extra layers between GRID superscalar



Fig. 3. GRID superscalar behavior

and the underlying Grid middleware, such as SAGA and GAT [2], could ease
the step of porting GRID superscalar to new Grid middleware, which is known
to be a tedious task.

4 Implementing the GRID superscalar runtime system
using SAGA

As shown in Fig. 1, a SAGA layer within the GRID superscalar runtime system
replaces the current, direct middleware bindings. This section will show how this
replacement works, using the Globus based GRID superscalar run-time version
as example. We picked central Globus code snippets as used in GRID superscalar,
and compare them to the respective SAGA replacements3.

4.1 Initialization and Session Management

The Globus module initialization is performed once per session, and does not
require more than a single call for each Globus module used. SAGA initializes a
default session handle, which is transparently used (see listing in Fig. 4). How-
ever, the user can have tighter control on that handle, if needed.

4.2 File Movement

Moving files in a Grid from A to B is probably the most common use case for Grid
applications. Globus provides various means to perform such operations, with
different complexity, performance, and behavior. One of the simplest versions is
provided by the Global Access to Secondary Storage (GASS) module, as shown
in Fig. 5.

One of the major problems for file movement in Grids is that the application
programmer or even the end user needs to be aware of the transport protocols

3 the code snippets are slightly simplified, e.g. do not include proper error handling.



Fig. 4. Code Snippet: Middleware Initialization

globus_module_activate (GLOBUS_GASS_COPY_MODULE);
globus_module_activate (GLOBUS_IO_MODULE);

globus_module_activate (GLOBUS_GRAM_CLIENT_MODULE);
globus_module_activate (GLOBUS_COMMON_MODULE);

globus_module_deactivate_all ();

// no initialization needed in SAGA

available: in the code example, the user needs to know that gsiftp is actually
available for that host. Although difficult to solve in general, the SAGA API
provides a more abstract notion of that transport, by allowing the ‘protocol’
any. The SAGA implementation is then selecting an available protocol for the
data transfer.

Fig. 5. Code Snippet: Copying files (from a remote host to the master)

globus_gass_copy_handle_init (&handle , GLOBUS_NULL);
globus_io_file_open (”/home/workingdir/ f i l e . txt”,

GLOBUS_IO_FILE_WRONLY | GLOBUS_IO_FILE_CREAT

| GLOBUS_IO_FILE_TRUNC,
GLOBUS_IO_FILE_IRUSR | GLOBUS_IO_FILE_IWUSR

| GLOBUS_IO_FILE_IRGRP,
GLOBUS_NULL , & fileHandle);

globus_gass_copy_url_to_handle (&handle ,
”gsiftp://hostname/path/ f i l e . txt”,
GLOBUS_NULL , & fileHandle);

globus_io_close (& fileHandle);

saga:: directory dir (”/home/workingdir/”);

dir.copy (”f i l e . txt”, ”any://hostname/path/ f i l e . txt”);

4.3 Remote Job Submission

The simplest way to submit a remote job via Globus is to provide a RSL descrip-
tion of the job to the GRAM module (see Fig. 6). This module will forward the
job submission request to the Globus gatekeeper on the remote host, which will
then run the job. A job handle is returned for later reference, e.g., for checking
the job’s status.

The SAGA API has a similar notion of a job description. The keywords used
for describing the job are compatible to those specified in GGF’s JSDL [3] and
DRMAA [5] specifications. As indicated in Section 2, the returned job object also
allows performing a number of operations on the job, among which is checking
the current job status.



Fig. 6. Code Snippet: Job submission

// The callback_contact is passed in order
// to receive notifications

sprintf (RSL , ”&(executable=/path/exec)(directory=/path)”
”(arguments=−l )(queue=short)”
”( fi le stage in = gsiftp://host/path/f i le1 /path/f i le1 )”
”( file stage out= /path/f i le2 gsiftp://host/path/f i le2 )”
”( file clean up = /path/f i le3 )”
”(environment=(NAME1 val1)(NAME2 val2))”);

globus_gram_client_job_request (hostname , RSL,

GLOBUS_GRAM_PROTOCOL_JOB_STATE_ACTIVE |
GLOBUS_GRAM_PROTOCOL_JOB_STATE_PENDING |

GLOBUS_GRAM_PROTOCOL_JOB_STATE_DONE |
GLOBUS_GRAM_PROTOCOL_JOB_STATE_FAILED,

callback_contact , & job_contac);

saga:: jobdescription jd;

std::list <const char*> hosts ; hosts.push_back (”host”);
jd.add_vector_attribute (”SAGA HostList”, hosts );

jd.add_attribute (”SAGAJobCmd”, ”/path/exec”);
jd.add_attribute (”SAGAJobCwd”, ”/path”);
jd.add_attribute (”SAGA JobArgs”, ”−l”);
jd.add_attribute (”SAGA Queue”, ”short”);
jd.add_attribute (”SAGA FileTransfer”,

”/path/f i le1 < gsiftp://host/f i le1”);
jd.add_attribute (”SAGA FileTransfer”,

”/path/f i le2 > gsiftp://host/f i le2”);
jd.add_attribute (”SAGA JobEnv”, ”NAME1=val1 NAME2=val2”);
saga:: job_server js;

saga::job job = js.submit_job (jd);

4.4 Job State Notification

Via callbacks and blocking polls, Globus provides a very convenient way for
GRID superscalar to wait for the completion of submitted Jobs (see Fig. 7).
The SAGA API does currently not provide similar mechanisms. However, a
monitoring extension to SAGA is in the planning stage, and will similarily allow
to add callbacks for changes in the job status metric. SAGA also does not yet
provide blocking synchronization points.

4.5 Job Manipulation

The manipulation of jobs, such as cancel, kill or signal, is solved similar in
Globus and SAGA (see Fig. 8). However, the SAGA API includes more complex
operations such as migrate, which are more difficult to implement in the less
abstract Globus API’s.

4.6 Job State

The set Globus and SAGA job states are somewhat different. We have focused
on the equivalence of states needed from GRID superscalar’s point of view,



Fig. 7. Code Snippet: Job state notifications

// TaskEnds treats the state change
globus_gram_client_callback_allow (TaskEnds , NULL ,

&callback_contact);
// Blocked waiting for notifications

globus_poll_blocking ();

saga:: metric m = job.find_metrics (”Status”);
m.add_callback (TaskEnds );

while ( ! all_jobs_done ) { sleep (1); }

Fig. 8. Code Snippet: Job cancellation

globus_gram_client_job_cancel (job_contact);

job.cancel ();

thus some states can have a slight semantic difference between them, but they
accomplish the minimum semantic needed when working with GRID superscalar.
The SAGA API state diagram is very complete, so we can see the Globus states
included in the SAGA states. A mapping between both is straight forward:
Globus states Pending, Active, Failed and Done are known as Queued, Running,
DoneFail and DoneOK in SAGA, respectively.

5 Related work

The SAGA developments are mostly driven by the Grid Application Toolkit
(GAT) [2] and the Java CoG kit [15]. While the latter aims at providing a
simple API to the Globus toolkit [8], the GAT aims both at a simple API and at
middleware-independent implementations. The SAGA API, once standardized
by GGF, will allow implementations that are either independent of or integrated
into Grid middleware packages.

While GAT and SAGA provide simple API’s for Grid-aware applications,
higher-level toolkits like GRID superscalar aim at supporting Grid-unaware ap-
plications, thus completely hiding the underlying Grid infrastructure. Systems
like Ibis [14], Assist [1], and ProActive [6] have similar aims, each providing their
own flavors of high-level API’s. We believe, however, that GRID superscalar’s
task-flow model offers a very widely applicable and efficient programming model,
which is why we combine is with SAGA to form a Grid programming environ-
ment which is both high-level and platform-independent.

Overall, an integration of GRID superscalar and SAGA fits into the bigger
picture of building an integrated Grid platform, as envisioned within the Core-



GRID community [7, 9, 13]. In such an integrated platform, both Grid-aware and
unaware runtime interfaces will be embedded in a component system with en-
riched functionality like information providers, resource brokers, and application
steering interfaces.

6 Conclusions

The Simple API for Grid Applications (SAGA), as currently standardized within
GGF, aims to provide a simple yet powerful Grid API; its implementations
shielding applications from the intricacies of existing and future Grid middle-
ware. The GRID superscalar is a programming environment in which Grid-
unaware task flow applications can be written, for execution on Grids. As such,
GRID superscalar can be seen as a client application to SAGA.

In this paper, we have discussed how SAGA can help implementing GRID
superscalar’s runtime system, together forming a high-level and platform inde-
pendent programming environment for the Grid. We have shown that the SAGA
API, although simplistic on purpose, already provides almost all functionality
needed for enabling a system as powerful as GRID superscalar. The only defi-
ciency is with supporting upcalls and asynchronous event notifications, an issue
currently being worked on within GGF’s SAGA group. Once completed, the
main benefit that GRID superscalar will get is that SAGA will provide an inter-
face that will allow to run unmodified across various Grid middleware systems
such as various versions of Globus, Unicore, and even using ssh/scp, or purely
local on individual computers. So, SAGA acts as an extra layer, that makes
GRID superscalar independent from Globus implementation details. The price
that GRID superscalar has to pay is indeed having to add this extra layer in
order to use the Grid services, which we think is low in contrast to the benefit
obtained.
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